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Abstract— In Shree Tube Manufacturing Pvt. Ltd. there are 

different types of sizes for different sectors and there are huge 

number of set ups which are used for tube mill straightening, 

cutting and chamfering but all processes consumes more 

time. So we here we are going to create small automation 

system to reduce the time for set up. In this industry the parts 

of tube mill which need to be change as per client’s 

requirement and also these parts are very heavy. Due to this 

the time required to change these part too much about 3-

4hours.So we are here going reduce the setup time of tube 

mill machine by using microcontroller There are different 

types of sizes for different sectors we serve and hence there 

are huge number of set ups. In order to have flexibility in 

manufacturing the setup time at various stages needs to be 

reduced so that different variety can be served on a day to day 

basis The objective of this project is to reduce the time 

required during set up a tube mill. The Proposed systems will 

reduce the time and cost also easy to use. Due to this the time 

required to change these part too much about 3-4hours.So we 

are here going reduce the setup time of tube mill machine by 

using microcontroller. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In Shree Tube Manufacturing Pvt. Ltd. there are different 

types of sizes for different sectors and there are huge number 

of set ups which are used for tube mill straightening, cutting 

and chamfering but all processes consumes more time. So we 

here we are going to create small automation system to reduce 

the time for set up. In this industry the parts of tube mill which 

need to be change as per client’s requirement and also these 

parts are very heavy. Due to this the time required to change 

these part too much about 3-4hours.So we are here going 

reduce the setup time of tube mill machine by using 

microcontroller. There are different types of sizes for 

different sectors we serve and hence there are huge number 

of set ups. In order to have flexibility in manufacturing the 

setup time at various stages needs to be reduced so that 

different variety can be served on a day to day basis. The 

objective of this project is to reduce the time required during 

set up a tube mill. The Proposed systems will reduce the time 

and cost also easy to use. Due to this the time required to 

change these part too much about 3-4hours.So we are here 

going reduce the setup time of tube mill machine by using 

microcontroller. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 Block Diagram 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram 

1) Alphanumeric Keypad 

An alphanumeric keypad is a keyboard it contains both 

numbers and letters on the same keys. Typically, they are also 

found on telephones and cellular phones. They can also 

appear on laptops, ATMs or any device where both numbers 

and letters which are equally necessary. On phones, the 

number "1" is typically devoid of any letters; where each of 

the other keys contains only three letters in alphabetical order. 

 
2) Motor driver 

A 12V battery is used as power supply for the motor. This 

connected to the regulator which gives 5V and is then 

supplied to the Ardunio that drives the motors. To drive a 

stepper motor, we need a motor driver called ULN2003. Each 

single driving motor can drive two motors.  

 
Fig. 3: Motor driver 
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3) LCD display 

LCD (liquid crystal display) is the technology which is used 

for displays in notebook and other smaller computers. As like 

light-emitting diode (LED) and gas-plasma technologies, 

LCDs allow displays to be much thinner than cathode ray 

tube (CRT) technology. LCDs consume very less power than 

LED and gas-display displays because they work on the 

principle of blocking light rather than emitting it.  A 16 x 2 

character LCD display with Standard Hitachi HD44780 is 

compatible to interface for the easy connection to 

microcontrollers. 

 
Fig. 4: LCD Display 

4) Ardunio Board 

Ardunio is one of the open-source electronics platform based 

on easy-to-use hardware and software. Ardunio boards are 

able to read inputs - light on a sensor, a finger on a button, or 

a Twitter message - and turn it into an output - activating a 

motor. Ardunio board designs use different types of 

microprocessors and controllers. The boards are provided 

with sets of digital and analog input/output (I/O) pins that 

may be interfaced to various expansion boards 

or breadboards (shields) and other circuits. The features of 

board like serial communications interfaces and also 

Universal Serial Bus (USB) on some models, which are also 

used for loading programs from personal computers. The 

microcontrollers are typically programmed using the 

programming languages C and C++. In addition to using 

traditional compiler tool chains, the Ardunio project gives 

an integrated development environment (IDE) based on 

the Processing language project. 

 
Fig. 5: Arduino board 

5) Stepper Motors 

A stepper motor is a  DC electric motor that divides a full 

rotation into a number of equal steps. The motor's position 

can  be control to move and hold at one of these steps without 

any position sensor for feedback (an open-loop controller), as 

long as the motor is carefully sized to the application in 

respect to torque and speed. 

 Stepper motors effectively have multiple "toothed" 

electromagnets arranged around a central gear-shaped piece 

of iron. The electromagnets are energized by an 

external driver circuit or a micro controller. To make the 

motor shaft turn, first, one electromagnet is given power, 

which magnetically attracts the gear's teeth. When the gear's 

teeth are aligned to the first electromagnet, they are slightly 

offset from the next electromagnet. This means that when the 

next electromagnet is turned on and the first is turned off, the 

gear rotates slightly to align with the next one. From there the 

process is repeated. Each of those rotations is called a "step", 

with an integer number of steps making a full rotation. In that 

way, the motor can be turned by a precise angle. 

 Pin Diagram 

 

 Flow chart 
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 Working of project:- 

The process of manufacturing steel tubes on tube mill 

machine is in five stages. 

 The second stage is of forming. In this stage 

different types of roll sets are used which are having varying 

size according to diameter of pipe. These roll sets are used to 

form circular shape of tube from metal sheet. It is required to 

adjust roll sets according to diameter of pipe and it takes 

about three to four hours. Here we are going to control the 

roll sets. Here roll sets are controlled using stepper motor and 

connected with rack and pinion system. At initial stage the 

roll sets are at bottom. Then operator will give diameter 

manually to microcontroller. The microcontroller will 

process and will give distance requirement of the roll sets 

from bottom to metal sheet. The microcontroller will adjust 

rotation of motor according to distance requirement. Circular 

motion of stepper motor is converted into linear motion using 

rack and pinion gear system. 

III. APPLICATION 

It will be used for reducing set up time in pipe manufacturing 

process at Shree Tube Manufacturing Pvt. Ltd. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The tube mill machine which requires more time up to three 

to four hours for set for different diameters of tubes is because 

of calibration process of tube’s position. Also time requires 

determining the accurate position of roll sets for specific 

diameter of tubes. Here these problems can be reduced using 

electronic system. So that time, human efforts and cost can be 

saved. The major purpose of this project is to reduce the set 

up time of tube mill machine and this can be achieved using 

this project. 
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